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Across 

 1 Miner accessories, 
they're placed either side 
of a grille (9) 

 9 After it's incorporated, he 
is revealing these 
measures (6) 

 10 Unruly, or drunk, at the 
highway (5,4) 

 11 It's the gun for two 
Englishmen in Australia? 
(3-3) 

 12 A little power-mat ... will 
it malfunction? (9) 

 13 Implore a person to 
leave? (6) 

 17 They make a lot of paint 
here, in Paris (3) 

 19 A capital B and L ... 
quick! (7) 

 20 Upset Dad was taken in by Sonny's 
partner; she was the big cheese! (7) 

 21 Bring a suit to America, back east (3) 

 23 Provoked a politician about freedom from 
Labour (6) 

 27 Concerned with money and northern spies 
infiltrating the final (9) 

 28 It's entirely at home with Dorothy's dog 
(2,4) 

 29 Cheers for the new mottos in the back of 
the pub (7,2) 

 30 Make a mistake, and you might run one 
(6) 

 31 Use a needle to get the bromide mixture 
into the queen (9) 

 

Down 

 2 Exotic gear that captured the West Indies 
insect (6) 

 3 Hang 500 there, between the two lines (6) 

 4 <--- <--- (6) 

 5 Credit cards last seen in the picture (7) 

 6 Care of a Reverend up there in the nude, 
absurdly naked (9) 

 7 Lots of cargo for Di's posh LA resort (9) 

 8 A lack of balance, yet my arms flail about 
(9) 

 14 Didn't vote for Jack and switched instead 
(9) 

 15 It's like the smell round the Limerick plant 
(9) 

 16 Like a tiger is neat in a magazine wrapper 
... (3-6) 

 17 It is only even in fifths, sixths or ninths 
(2'1) 

 18 Kill for diamonds (3) 

 22 It's worn, this university paperwork? (7) 

 24 That meaningless chatter sounds more like 
Patrick? (6) 

 25 It's a swindle ... 22/7 for seafood! (6) 

 26 Listen, man, you're a bit of a stinker! (6) 
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